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Since its discovery in 2008, the paradigmatic UiO-66 has behaved as
the germ that has prompted the chemistry of group-4 metal based
metal-organic frameworks, all of them featured by outstanding
thermal and chemical stability. Herein we present the first
polymorph of UiO-66 and key conditions that led to its formation.
MOFs (metal-organic frameworks) have evolved from being a
field of study of a discreet part of the scientific community
devoted to coordination chemistry, to supposing today an
ubiquitous material in different areas.1,2 Their great structural
versatility have yielded an overwhelming number of inputs in
the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) which contains a
subset for MOFs with more than 82,600 entries (i.e. a 9% of the
CSD entries).3,4 Most of published structures consist of divalent
transition metal cations (Zn2+, Cu2+, Co2+, Ni2+, etc.). These MOFs
are featured by poor chemical stability upon mild acid media,
water or even humidity, which limit their applications. In order
to overcome this limitation different approaches have been
developed. One of them involves tuning ligand features, for
instance, M(II)/azolates tend to be hydrothermally more stable
than M(II)/carboxylates.5 Another possibility relies on
increasing the metal cation charge (together with its greater
polarizing capability: charge/ionic radius) since it strengthens
the metal-carboxylate bond and, therefore, the chemical
stability.6 The most successful case of this approach is
represented by the metal ions of group 4 (Ti, Zr, Hf).7 Their high
oxidation state (4+) leads to stronger bonds and requires more
ligands to balance the charge of the inorganic nodes, both
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factors contributing to prevent the chemical attack. As a result,
MOFs of group 4 metals exhibit excellent stability in a broad
range of solvents, water and even in extreme acid media. This
improvement has supposed a breakthrough in the application
of porous coordination polymers since the discovery in 2008 of
the first Zr-MOFs consisting in the isoreticular series of UiO-66,
-67 and -68.8 The secondary building unit (SBU) of these
structures, [Zr6(μ3-O)4(μ3-OH)4(μ-COO)12], is 12-fold connected
by means of linear ditopic linkers (phenyl, biphenyl, and
terphenyl, respectively) to yield a fcu type (face centered cubic)
uninodal net. It must be emphasized that [Zr6(μ3-O)4(μ3-OH)4]12+
inorganic core is present in most of Zr-MOFs as it is readily
formed under rather dissimilar synthesis conditions.9
Consequently, the structural features of the inorganic node
dominate the framework topology, and the strategy to obtain
nets different to that of UiO-66 has consisted on replacing
carboxylate groups of the linker by a pair of OH–/H2O to afford
[Zr6(μ3-O)4(μ3-OH)4(OH)x(OH2)x(μ-COO)12–x] 11-, 10-, 8-, and 6connected clusters (x = 1, 2, 4, and 6, respectively).10-13
Alternatively, the bridging polycarboxylates can be replaced by
blocking monocarboxylates to further reduce the connectivity
of the nodes.14,15 In addition, other network topologies can be
achieved by using other polytopic linkers. However, none of
them can be considered strictly a polymorph of UiO-66, as the
formulae differ.
Herein we present a new Zr-MOF, of formula [Zr6(μ3-O)4(μ3OH)4(μ4-BDC)6]n (BDC: benzene-1,4-dicarboxylato) and named
EHU-30 which was obtained through an alternative synthetic
approach capable of modifying the framework topology
retaining SBU and chemical formula of UiO-66: its first
polymorphic form. Precisely, to synthesize EHU-30 the metal
source (zirconium(IV) propoxide; 2.25 mmol; 70% wt in 1propanol) was mixed under continuous stirring with methacrylic
acid (8.17 mmol) and benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid (H2BDC;
2.25 mmol). The resulting doughy reaction mixture was heated
upon 140 °C for 90 minutes (see ESI). Thereafter, it was
thoroughly washed with MeOH to obtain a white powder
consisting on nanosized single-crystals of hexagonal prism
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shape (inset Fig. 1), which differ from the cubic habit featuring
UiO-66 crystals. Fig. 1 compares the simulated powder X-ray
diffraction pattern (PXRD) of UiO-66 with that of the new
polymorph.

such distortion, but it must be taken with certain caution as the
data arise from a PXRD Rietveld fitting.

Fig 1. Experimental and simulated PXRD patterns for EHU-30 and UiO-66, respectively.
Inset: TEM micrographs of EHU-30 nanosized crystals.

Note that previously reported synthesis of Zr-MOFs proceed
under relatively diluted solvothermal conditions, using usually
N,N-dimethylformamide as solvent.16,17 On the contrary, EHU30 is obtained under highly concentrated conditions, in which
the modulator (methacrylic acid), apart from slowing down the
nucleation and crystal growth,18 exerts the template effect that
directs the framework topology towards a kinetically favoured
metastable structure (see discussion below). The hexagonal
crystal structure of EHU-30 was determined ab initio from
synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction data‡ (see ESI). The
structural analysis shows how each [Zr6(μ3-O)4(μ3-OH)4(μCOO)12] SBU is linked by means of twelve phenyl linkers to eight
surrounding clusters, leading to an 8-connected uninodal threedimensional net with hexagonal primitive topology (hex) and
(36·418·53·6) point symbol,19,20 while in UiO-66 each SBU is 12connected into a fcu-type net. However, both polymorphs show
a similar bidimensional hexagonal subnet (hxl) in which six of
the BDC ligands are linking six coplanar Zr-SBUs (Fig. 2a), and
therefore the structural difference arises from the assembly of
these layers (Fig. S3.1 and S3.2). Accordingly, in UiO-66 each
SBU is connected to three nodes of the upper layer and to
another three of the lower layer, while in EHU-30 the SBU is
linked to one each upper and lower layer SBUs by means of
triple BDC pillars (Fig. 2b). An additional feature of EHU-30 lies
on a rather unusual distortion observed for the BDC ligands
comprising the triple pillar in which the carboxylate carbon
atom lies out of the phenyl ring plane. This feature has been also
observed in MOF-808 (MIV: Zr, Hf).15,21 The structural strain and
the strength of the Zr–Ocarboxylate bond might be responsible for

Fig. 2. Crystal packing views of EHU-30 along (a) [001] and (b) [100] crystallographic
directions. (c) Pore size distribution analysis depicted as cumulative and derivative (inset)
accessible pore volumes.

In order to analyse the differences between the underlying pore
networks of EHU-30 and UiO-66, we have computed their
geometric pore size distribution (Fig. 2c) by means of a Monte
Carlo procedure implemented within a code developed by L.
Sarkisov, in which the Lennard-Jones universal force field
parameters are used to describe the MOF atoms while the
accessible pore volume is assessed by both a gradually
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increasing probe and He probe.22 The results of this analysis
show that the prismatic pore cage size of EHU-30 (mode: 8.3 Å)
surpasses the mean dimensions of the octahedral and
tetrahedral cages (mode: 7.1 and 7.9 Å) of UiO-66. As a result,
EHU-30 presents a greater accessible pore volume than UiO-66
(0.534 and 0.428 cm3·g–1, respectively) resulting into a lighter
structure (crystallographic density: 1.10 vs. 1.24 g·cm–3;
porosity: 59 vs. 53%).
The permanent porosity of the EHU-30 was further explored by
the measurement of nitrogen adsorption isotherm at 77 K. The
experimental data were compared with the simulated
isotherms for EHU-30 and UiO-66 (Fig. 3) computed by means
of Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) calculations. As
expected, the adsorption curves fit to a type I isotherm with a
sharp knee at low relative pressures (P/P 0 < 0.04), which is
characteristic of crystalline microporous solids. The more
obtuse knee in the experimental isotherm, together with its
monotonic increase at intermediate pressures and the
condensation at high pressures (P/P 0 > 0.95) can be attributed
to the contribution of the external surface area of the nanosized
crystals. In concordance with the crystallographic pore volumes,
simulated N2 uptake capacity of EHU-30 surpasses slightly that
of UiO-66 (saturation at: 322 and 295 cm3·g–1, respectively);
fitting of the curves to the BET equation, under the consistency
criteria defined by Roquerol et al., yielded surface area values
of 1399 and 1283 m2·g–1, respectively.23,24 Regarding the
experimental isotherm of EHU-30, N2 uptake value reached
immediately after the micropore filling constitutes the 80% of
its computed value, while BET fitting led to a surface area value
of 1016 m2·g–1. The lower gas uptake than the expectation is
usually ascribed to crystal defects, significant presence of
impurities or incomplete pore evacuation. For instance,
previous works demonstrated how the presence of modulators
in the synthesis promote the formation of linker defects in UiO66.25,26 Accordingly, chemical characterization performed upon
EHU-30 showed that ca. 6% of the BDC linkers are replaced by
methacrylate ligands (see ESI), which might explain the
aforementioned deviation.

Additionally, CO2 adsorption isotherms were conducted on
EHU-30 sample at 298 and 273 K (Fig. S5.2), covering the low
pressure range (0–1 bar), in order to estimate isosteric heats of
adsorption (Qst) by fitting the data to the modified
Clausius−Clapeyron equation.27,28 The Qst value at zero coverage
reaches a value of 28 kJ·mol–1 and it decays subtly to a value
close to 21 kJ·mol–1 at ratio of ca. 3 CO2 molecules per zirconium
cluster. These values lie below those reported for most active
open-metal sites,29,30 but agree fairly well with those estimated
for UiO-66 (27–24 kJ·mol–1).31
To get deeper insights into the fundamental differences
between both polymorphs, periodic density functional theory
(DFT) calculations were used to estimate the relative enthalpic
stability. The structures were fully optimized (including atom
coordinates and cell parameters) to yield total electronic
energies. The more dense-packed UiO-66 is more stable than
EHU-30 by 30 kJ·mol–1, which suggests a kinetic control upon
the isolation of the new polymorph. Accordingly, recent
experimental and quantum-chemical calculations on zeolitic
imidazolate-frameworks have also evidenced a decrease in
energy with increasing density, finding enthalpy differences
ranging from 7 to 32 kJ·mol–1 within a polymorphic series.32,33
At this point, it must be emphasized that the absence of
previously reported UiO-66 polymorphs can be related to the
strong Zr–O bond and to the resulting rigidity of the SBU/linker
ensemble, which apparently hinders template effect to occur.
Every framework modification done so far have implied to
reduce the linker (BDC) to cluster ratio, so obtained structures
cannot be regarded as polymorphs. As aforementioned, the
herein employed high reagent concentration enables the
methacrylic acid to act both as modulator and structure
template. In EHU-30, this template effect, that we believe is
based on hydrogen-bonding interactions, implies a distortion of
the arrangement of the BDC ligands around the hexanuclear
cluster: two triplets of BDC ligands located on opposite
triangular faces of the SBU would be forced to get closer by the
interacting methacrylic acid (Fig. 4) and therefore they would
direct the growth of the crystalline structure in a substantially
different way to that taking place in UiO-66. Further evidence of
the template effect is inferred from the addition to the reaction
of increasing amounts of water, which dilutes the reagents and
has the ability to disrupt hydrogen bonding of the template,
yielding as a consequence low crystallinity UiO-66 (see ESI).
It deserves to note that according to temperature variable PXRD
experiments upon heating EHU-30, non polymorphic phase
transition towards thermodynamically favoured phase was
observed. Probably because the strength of the zirconiumoxygen bond imposes a too high activation energy barrier for
this transition. In fact, EHU-30 exhibits a similar thermal stability
to that of UiO-66,34 being stable up to ca. 450 oC after which it
decomposes to yield ZrO2 (see ESI).

Fig. 3. N2 (77 K) adsorption isotherms for EHU-30 (experimental and simulation) and UiO66 (simulation).
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Fig. 4. Detail of the structural differences around the cluster that leads to the formation
of EHU-30 and UiO-66.
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In summary, this manuscript has introduced the key conditions
that lead to the formation of the first reported polymorph of
UiO-66, herein named EHU-30. This new polymorph can be
regarded as a kinetically favoured metastable structure of
[Zr6(μ3-O)4(μ3-OH)4(μ4-BDC)6]n that exhibits a rather different
topology and surpasses slightly the theoretical porosity of UiO66. All in all, the herein reported case opens an opportunity to
explore the isolation of unprecedented polymorphic series in
other group 4 metal MOFs.
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